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ABSTRACT 
Geometric relations among the identity map, the transpose map, and the map 
T&X) = (l/n) Tr(x) 1, in the matrix algebra M,, are illustrated, providing parametric 
examples of maps which are not k + l-positive but which satisfy the matrix Schwartz 
inequality of order k for 1~ k < n - 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
This paper is a continuation of our previous paper [5], and in it we 
investigate mutual geometric relations among three characteristic positive 
maps in the n X n matrix algebra M,, that is, the identity map u, the 
transpose map 13, and the completely positive map Q(X) = (l/n)Tr( x) l,, 
where Tr(x) is the usual (not normalized) trace on M,. We shall describe 
geometric aspects of those convex cones of k-positive maps (1~ k < n - 1) 
surrounding the cone of completely positive maps through these relations as 
well as the aspects of those convex sets of unital maps which satisfy the mat& 
Schwartz inequality of order k. Specifically, our results provide not only 
parametric examples of those unital maps which satisfy the matrix Schwartz 
inequality of order k without being k + l-positive from k = n - 1 down to 
k = 1, but also iuustrate a sort of hysteresis phenomenon of the matrix 
Schwartz inequality of each order. When k = 1, this result simply provides 
parametric examples of those maps which are not 2positive but which satisfy 
the usual Schwartz inequality. 
For a linear map T in M,, we denote by T(k) the k-multiplicity map 
T(k) : IaijI E MdM”) + [ daij)] E MdM,)* 
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When the k-multiplicity map is positive, the map r is said to be k-positive. If 
the map is k-positive for every k, it is called a completely positive map. We 
remark that n-positivity in M, implies complete positivity [2]. On the other 
hand, a general criterion of k-positivity of r for 1~ k < n is given by [S, 
Proposition 1.11 in the following form: The map r is k-positive if and only if 
for every projection p of rank k in M,, regarding the algebra M,(M,) as the 
tensor product M,@ M,, where { eij} is the canonical matrix unit of M,. In 
the subsequent discussions, however, the following criterion is more conveni- 
ent. The result may be easily derived from the above fact by substituting 
matrix units for projections of rank k. 
LEMMA 1. A linear map r in M, is k-positive for 1~ k < n if (and only 
iff) 
whenever xj E M, (i, j = 1,2,. . . , k) satisfy the conditions 
The system { Ai} 1 k is a subsystem of a matrix unit of M,. Throughout our 
discussions we mean by { fij }f such a system of order k, whereas we denote 
by { eij } the canonical matrix unit of M,. The following observation on { Aj }t 
is basic in the subsequent discussions: 
[fij]l=b, 
where p is a nontrivial projection in Mk(M,), while 
(2) 
(3) 
where 91, 92 are mutually orthogonal nontrivial projections in Mk( M,). 
Let 7 be a unital map between C*-algebras. We say that r satisfies the 
matrix Schwartz inequality of order k (abbreviated hereafter to “k-Schwartz 
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inequality”) if for any k-tuple (a,, as,. . . , ak) of elements of the C *-algebra 
we have the inequality 
[‘(UTUj)] 2 [T(ai)*T(uj)]e 
It has been pointed out by Evans [4] that any k + l-positive unital map 
between C *-algebras satisfies k-Schwartz inequality. On the other hand, Choi 
[3] shows an example of a map in M, which satisfies the usual Schwartz 
inequality (l-Schwartz inequality) but which is not spositive. 
Now let r be a unital map in M,. Simple computation will then show that 
for any ai E M, and scalar (Y~ (i = 1,2,..., k) 
[T((ui-cq)*(uj-aj))]~- [T(ui-cxi)*T(uj-aj)]~ 
= [+;uj)];- [T(ui)*T(uj)]:. 
Therefore T satisfies k-Schwartz inequality if (and only if) 
[T(u:uj)]:> [TUT]: whenever Tr(ui)=O 
(i = 1,2,..., k) (4) 
We finally remark that a unital map T between C *-algebras A and B satisfies 
k-Schwartz inequality if and only if its k-multiplicity map T(k) satisfies the 
usual Schwartz inequality in M,(A). Moreover the set of all unital maps 
which satisfy k-Schwartz inequality forms a convex set. For, let ri and 7s be 
such maps, and consider the map r = Xri + (1 - h)~s for 0 < h < 1. Then for 
any k-tuple (a,,~,,..., uk) of elements of A a straightforward calculation 
shows 
(5) 
Therefore, r satisfies k-Schwartz inequality, too. 
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2. GEOMETRIC RELATION BETWEEN THE MAPS u AND r0 
The segment [u, ~~1 between u and r0 lies in the cone of n-positive maps. 
If we extend this segment on both sides, we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Let 1~ k < n and r = XT~ +(l - h)a ( - cc < X < co). 
(i) r is k-positive if and only if 0 < A < 1-t l/( nk - 1). 
(ii) r satisfies k-Schwartz inequality if and only if 0 < X < 1+ l/nk or 
0 < X < 1 f l/( n2 - 1) according as 1~ k < n - 1 or k = n. 
Proof. (i): Take { Aj}: satisfying the conditions (1). Then by (2) 
= ;+(l-X)k)p+;(l-p). 
Since p and 1 - p are mutually orthogonal nonzero projections, the positivity 
of the matrix [ -r( f; j)] f is equivalent to the simultaneous inequalities 
A x - 
n +(l-X)k>,O and ;aO, 
or equivalently 0 < A < 1+ l/(nk - 1). This proves the assertion (i) by 
Lemma 1. 
(ii): Let l<k<n-1. Take u,EM, with Tr(a,)=O (i=1,2,...,k). 
Then by the equality (5) 
As in the case (i), if A/n > 0 and X/n + X(1 - X)k > 0 (that is, 0 < A < 1 + 
l/nk), then the map hr, + A(1 - X)u is k-positive, so that (4) is valid, and 7 
satisfies k-Schwartz inequality. To see the converse let a, = fni (i = 1,2,. . . , k) 
for a matrix unit { Ai}; in M,. Then Tr(a,) = 0 for every i and 
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Therefore, k-Schwartz property of r implies k-positivity of the map Xra + 
X(1 - X)o, and as in (i) we have the simultaneous inequalities 
h 
; >, 0 and a + X(1 - h)k > 0, 
that is, 0 < X < 1+ l/nk. This proves assertion (ii) for 1 < k < n - 1. The 
proof for the case k = n is derived from (i), because the n-Schwartz property 
and n-positivity are the same in the matrix algebra M,. This completes the 
proof. n 
To some extent the above theorem describes shapes of the mountain of the 
cone of positive maps in M,. The mountain consists of those convex cones of 
positive maps of various order, and on the top we suppose that there is the 
class of n-positive ( = completely positive) maps. Now consider the map 
5(x)= $q {Tr(x)l,-x}, 
which is r for X = 1+ l/( n - 1) in Theorem 2, the boundary map about 
positivity on the extended line of [u, ra] across the side of ra. This map is 
merely positive, and the theorem shows that the downward slope from r0 to 
rr is very gentle and reveals all features about positivity and the Schwartz 








provide examples of unital maps which satisfy k-Schwartz inequality together 
with k-positivity without being (k + l>positive for 1 < k < n - 1. On the 
contrary, the boundary value A = 0 means that the other side of the segment 
[a, ra] consists of a cliff falhng naturally into the set of nonpositive maps, 
because of the property of the identity map u. We remark further that each 
clipping map rk for A = 1+ l/(nk - 1) appears as 
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while the map for k = n - 1, 
@(x)=(n--l)Tr(x)l,,-x, 
was used first by Choi [l] as an example of a map which is (n - l>positive 
but which is not n-positive. 
3. GEOMETRIC RELATIONS BETWEEN THE MAPS 8 AND rO, AND 
BETWEEN 8 AND u 
The map 8 is a positive map, but it is not 5%positive [6], and the slope 
from r0 towards 8 is rather steep, as we see in the next theorem. 
THEOREMS. Let l<k<nand 7=X70+(1-x)6(-oo<x<oo). 
(i) r is k-positiue ifund only if 0 ( h < 1+ l/( n - 1) or 1 - l/( n + 1) < 
X<l+l/(n+l)accordingask=lor2<k<n. 
(ii) r satisfies k-Schwartz inequality if and only if 
1 1 1 







according as k = 1 or 2 < k < n. 
Proof. Take {xi>: satisfying the conditions (i). Then by (3) 
[7(~j)]~=~1+(1-x)(91-(l-~11)42} 
( 
x = - n +(1-X) 91+ 
1 ( 
; - (l- X)}(l- %k)% 
Since ql, q2, and 1 - ql - (I- h)q2 are mutually orthogonal projections for 
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according as k = 1 or 2 < k < n. This proves the assertion (i) by Lemma 1. 
(ii): To see the inequality (4) for k = 1, take a E M, with Tr(a) = 0. Then 
7(u*u) - T(u)*T(u) 




Since both @(au*) and &a*~) are positive, (4) is valid if X/n - (1 - X)2 > 0 
and 1 - A > 0, or equivalently if 
Moreover, if 1 Q h < 1 + l/(n - l), then r is Z-positive by (i), and hence 
satisfies l-Schwartz inequality, that is, (4) is valid. To see the converse, let 
a = e12 for the matrix unit { ejj}. Then 
+i{l-err-e,,}. 
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In this case r(u*a) - ran> 0 is possible only if X/n - (1 - X)2 > 0 
and X/n + (1 - h) 2 0, that is, 
Finally, it follows from the assertion (i) that when 2 < k < n, the 
k-Schwartz property and k-positivity are the same thing. This completes all 
proofs. n 
The above theorem says that the slope [Q, 61 from r0 towards 6 is very 
steep in a high dimensional case of M,. In fact, after passing the class of 
n-positive maps, the order of positivity of those parametric maps on the 
segment suddenly falls to 1 without going through the steps in which there 
appear k-positive maps without being k + l-positive for 2 < k < n - 1. The 
situation for the k-Schwartz property is naturally similar. The result (i) also 
says that the mountain ridge of the cone of n-positive maps oscillates still 
behind the slope [TV, 01, and it ends at a cliff falling into the set of nonpositive 
maps. Choi’s recent example [3, Appendix] appears in the theorem as a point 
where n=2and A=$,. 
THEOREM 4. Let l<k<nand r=Aa+(l-A)0(-oo<X<co). 
(i) r is k-positive (if and ) only if 0 f h < 1 or X = 1 according us k = 1 
or2<k<n. 
(ii) r satisfies k-Schwartz inequality (if and) only if X = 1. 
Proof. Write 
a = ell + e22 + me,, - J-lezl 
for the matrix unit {e, j}. Then a 2 0 and 
T(U) = e,, + ez + (2h- l)J-le,, - (2X - l)J-le,,. 
Therefore r(u) > 0 is valid only if 12 ]2A - 11, or equivalently 0 < A < 1. This 
proves the assertion (i) for the case k = 1. 
Next let a = ei2 in the above. Then 
7(u*u) - T(u)*T(u) = - (1- h)‘e,,+(l- X”)e,,. 
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Since e,, and ess are mutually orthogonal nonzero projections, r(u *a) - 
ANT > 0 is valid only if X = 1. This proves the assertion (ii). 
The remaining part of (i) follows from the assertion (ii) because k-positiv- 
ity implies (k - l)-Schwartz inequality for k 2 2. n 
It would be considerable contribution to the analysis of positive maps if 
we could know which sides of the slopes surrounding the cone of n-positive 
maps are gentle and which sides are steep in the sense of the above 
discussions, though investigations of general cases are far beyond our present 
research. 
The author expresses his thanks to D. Evans forjkitjid conversation with 
him. He is also deeply indebted to the referee for improving the original 
version of this paper. 
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